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The prefectures of Zhang &Quan are far from the political centre of Ming 
Dynasty and is aloof from the crowd, thus they were far less influenced by the 
national politics than those places near the capital. Instead, it is people’s attitude that 
played an important role in the rise and decline of Buddhist temples. This thesis aims 
to analyze the Buddhist temples and temple land in the prefectures of Zhang &Quan 
in Ming Dynasty, based on the interplay between nation, people and temples. 
The whole Ming Dynasty, the government has made several adjustments to the 
policies of the development of local Buddhism, from the policy of limiting as well as 
making use of the Buddhism in Hongwu to the national-wide “unorthodox shrine” 
destroy movement in Wanli period, during which the local officials served as direct 
executors. But the development of the Buddhist temples in the prefectures of Zhang & 
Quan in Ming Dynasty exceeded the permissible scale for a time. At the same time, 
the relationship between temple and people changed tremendously when the temple 
lands are tax-free, people contribute lands to the temple while when temple land have 
the same tax to the common land, they began to invade and occupy them, at last, the 
temple land were used for soldier’s pay and result in the conflicts between the people 
and the monks. 
The development of the Buddhist temple in the prefectures of Zhang & Quan in 
Ming Dynasty can be divided into 3 periods. The first period is the rehabilitation 
period from Hongwu to Chenghua. The second period is the rapid decline period from 
Hongzhi to the early period of Wanli. The third period is the revitalization period from 
the late period of Wanli to the end of Ming Dynasty. The changes of Buddhist temples 
reflect the changes of national politics and the changes of people’s attitude.Temple 
economy is the economic foundation for the survival and development of temples, 
whose is temple land, which is the set point of the interplay between the nation, the 
people and the temples. The main source of temple land in the prefectures of Zhang 
&Quan in Ming Dynasty is from the contribution of alms giver and tenancy system is 
adopted in the management. There was a heavy loss of temple land after the sell-off 















the people, so the scale of temple land cannot be evenly matched with that of the Yuan 
Dynasty. In the middle and the late period of Ming Dynasty because of the invasion of 
Japanese pirates along the south-east, Ming government used temple land for soldier’s 
pay. But at that period, buying and selling lands was very prevalent and temple land 
was rent repeatedly in the prefectures of Zhang & Quan, thus a portion of land was 
often possessed by several land lords. So the burden has been shifted to the masses of 
the people, which aggravated the contradiction between the monks and the masses of 
the people. 
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史的研究。然则佛教的发展与社会政治经济均有莫大的联系，而寺院经济的发展
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